### 3rd Humboldt-Princeton Graduate Conference in Philosophy
**5th - 7th August 2013**
**Unter den Linden 6, Room 3103**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00 – 10.15: Welcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10.15 – 11.35                                | Daniel Wodak (PU): *Conventional Oughts and Obligations*  
Comment by Roland Hesse (HU)   | Leonard Menges (HU): *Should We Stop Blaming Wrongdoers?*  
Comment by Daniel Wodak (PU)  | Mark Harris (PU): *The Puzzle of Negatively Moving Music: Levinson and Imagined Self-Expression*  
Comment by Leonard Menges (HU) |
| Coffee                                           |                                                                                   |                                                                                       |
| 12.00 – 13.20                                | Roland Hesse (HU): *Consequentialism and the Good*  
Comment by Maddy Kilbride (PU)   | Hannah Altehenger (HU): *Failing to Be Resolute as a Distinctive Rational Defect?*  
Comment by Mark Harris (PU)  | Domenica Romagni (PU): *How Can Something Wrong Feel So Right?*  
Comment by Sebastian Bender (HU) |
| Lunch                                            |                                                                                   |                                                                                       |
| 3.00 – 4.20                                   | Sebastian Bender (HU): *Spinoza’s Necessitarian Metaphysics*  
Comment by Domenica Romagni (PU) | Simon Gaus (HU): *Undermining Genealogical Information, Moral Realism and the Theory of Evolution*  
Comment by Rachel Cristy (PU)  |                                                                                       |
| Coffee                                           |                                                                                   |                                                                                       |
| 4.45 – 6.05                                    | Rachel Cristy (PU): *Does Wine Have a Place in Kant’s Aesthetics?*  
Comment by Simon Gaus (HU) | Maddy Kilbride (PU): *Is the Property of Being a Phoneme Represented in Perceptual Experience?*  
Comment by Astrid Schomäcker (HU)   |                                                                                       |
| Dinner  *Clärchens Ballhaus*                  |                                                                                   | Dinner  *Kopps*                                                                 |

Each slot comprises 30-40 min. for the talk, 10 min. for the comment, and 30-40 min. for discussion.